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1. Abstract
The Information Technology (IT) organization is in a state of great change. One
significant aspect of change is in the role that IT performs within the organization. In the
past, IT often worked in seclusion, rarely interacting with the organizational staff they
supported. The IT infrastructure, the software and hardware that made up the framework
in which business processes occurred, was less complicated. Fewer layers of software
and hardware existed between the users and the processes they performed. Technology
and supporting processes were rigid. The delineation between IT and users they
supported was clear. Within this environment, the IT infrastructure was relatively stable.
More recently however, IT has evolved from the organizational back office to the
forefront in almost every office and every aspect of organizational functionality. Today,
it is rare to find a process in any organization that is not interfacing directly or indirectly
with one form or another of IT. A more mobile workforce, global competition, "user
friendly"
tools, and demanding users, drive the development of a more complicated, and
more open IT infrastructure. There are many more layers of hardware and software,
differing standards, and larger, more complicated IT infrastructures. These changes
increase pressure on the stability of the IT infrastructure.
Today, IT executives are much more involved in the strategic aspects of the
organizations they support. This newly expanded role and the rapid state of change
create significant challenges for IT. In response to the increased pressures on stability,
the IT infrastructure has to evolve in order to maintain stability without stifling necessary
change. The stability of the IT infrastructure is defined as the ability of the IT
organization to seamlessly support organizational business goals and operations over
time. The stability of the IT infrastructure is critical for the organization to achieve its
business objectives. IT infrastructure instability is defined as any unplanned or
uncontrolled breakdowns in the hardware and software components and/or supporting
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processes of the IT organization. An example of IT infrastructure instability would be a
customer service system going down during peak calling hours.
The goal of this thesis is to validate the critical importance of IT infrastructure
stability and to determine the factors impacting stability and what IT executives are doing
to address these factors. To support the goal of this thesis, two surveys of IT executives
were conducted. Additional IT data resources sources validate the findings of the
surveys.
The first survey established the importance of the IT infrastructure as a major area
of focus for IT executives. Respondents indicated that the IT infrastructure has been one
of the most significant areas of concern for them over the past five years. They also
indicated that there would be increased pressures on the stability of the IT infrastructure
in the next five years. The first survey successfully established the importance of the IT
infrastructure and equally IT executive concerns over its stability. However, more
information was needed to more fully understand the factors impacting IT infrastructure
stability and what IT executives are doing to address these issues. These questions led to
a second survey of IT executives.
The second survey focused on IT infrastructure stability, the factors impacting
stability, and actions that IT executives take to address these factors. Once again, the
survey results reaffirm the importance of IT infrastructure stability. Respondents all
agree that that IT infrastructure stability is a critical factor in achieving business goals.
Most also agree that it is more difficult to maintain stability today than in the past.
Factors impacting stability vary, but often include technology changes and the expanding
role of technology in the organization. Many IT executives point toward their staff and
training as important factors in maintaining stability. In addition to these, standards,
policies and procedures and strong vendor relations are also important in maintaining
stability in the IT infrastructure.
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The surveys validate the assertion that organizations are increasing the pressure
on their IT organizations to be more responsive and flexible and that IT infrastructure
stability is critical in meeting these demands. Increased competition, shorter product life
cycles, global markets, and rising market demands and expectations are often drivers for
these pressures. New applications must be delivered faster and existing applications need
to be more easily upgraded and integrated. In understanding the importance of their IT
infrastructure, IT executives actively pursue actions to maintain stability and control
change.
There is agreement among IT executives that IT infrastructure stability is critical
to achieve organizational goals and objectives. Most IT executives also agree there has
been increased pressure on the stability of the IT infrastructure over the past several years
and these pressures will continue to increase in the future. IT leaders work in many
different ways to address these pressures and to maintain a stable IT infrastructure. There
is no silver bullet to maintaining stability. Despite the variations of approaches to deal
with instability, one factor remains certain. A stable IT infrastructure creates the
framework in which organizational change can occur. Without this stability, the rapid
state of change demanded in today's competitive environment can result in chaos. This
chaos, if severe enough, can ultimately lead to organizational failure.
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2. Introduction
"A new fusion of information technology and telecommunications is occurring
that will radically affect all companies, whether or not they were significant users of
technology in the
past."'HarvardBusiness Review - 1993.
The role that Information Technology (IT) performs in today's business
environment has evolved dramatically over the past several decades. The IT organization
has become the conduit through which many business functions and processes flow. The
development of this role has been occurring over the past several decades and is
increasing in velocity. The change has been driven in part by the leadership role IT has
taken on, as well as, organizational and market driven forces. In this expanding role, IT
can be both a catalyst for change and a support structure to accommodate and foster
organizational change. In either case, a stable IT infrastructure is a critical component to
allow managed change to occur.
As mentioned, the ability of the IT organization to accommodate organization
demands for change is critical. Resisting or inhibiting change can significantly injure an
organization's ability to remain competitive. A Gartner article from 1998 makes the
following predictions with regard to the importance of fostering organizational change:
"The competitive landscape of 2003 will be littered with the remains of
numerous enterprises that were too slow to seize opportunities and
recognize challenges. A new form of enterprise will have emerged, an
extremely formidable competitor that continuously scans the environment
and its own internalprocesses to sense important changes. This enterprise
will use its knowledge assets to learn from the scanned inputs and will
drive innovation ofproducts, services, channels andprocesses. It will then
mutate rapidly to bring innovations to market to seize opportunities and
1 Nolan, Richard L. and Seger, Katherine N. "Note on Information Technology and
Strategy." Harvard
Business Review. 1 March 1993, Page 6.
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repel competitive challenges. This enterprise will be enabled by
information, knowledge, and technology. "2
It is imperative that IT executives not only understand the need for change, but
that the stability of the IT infrastructure is critical to providing a framework for change to
occur. An unstable IT infrastructure can significantly impact an organization's ability to
manage and implement change. Continued pressure to implement change in an unstable
IT infrastructure can lead to IT organizational breakdown and ultimately, chaos. This in
turn can impose substantial costs on the organization. These costs and breakdowns can
have a snowballing affect; further impacting the organization's ability to achieve
necessary change. If left unchecked, this can eventually lead to organizational failure.
With the magnitude of change occurring in organizational demands being placed
on IT, it is inevitable that the IT organization will also need to change. The role that IT
serves in support of the organization and the changes required to fill this role are not
always clear. A 1998 survey by Gartner indicated that ninety-five percent of IT
executives believe that IT is in the midst of significant change. Unfortunately, less than
five percent of IT executives feel they have a clear vision ofwhere their organizations are
going and how IT will need to change to support
them.3 Despite this lack of clear vision,
one requirement remains critical, to maintain a stable IT infrastructure.
An IT organization must recognize the benefit of stability and the role it plays in
supporting organizational change. As confirmed in the surveys, the pressures of change
that lead organizations to demand more responsiveness and flexibility from IT are
increasing. Market demands require faster implementations of leading edge technologies.
Existing technologies and applications still need to be maintained and integrated with the
new ones. Many IT organizations are faced with the complex task of incorporating
newer open system technologies into their legacy applications.
2 Schlier, F., McNee, B. "The Successful Enterprise of the
21st
Century - Technology Is Its Lifeblood."
InSide GartnerGroup. 3 June 1998: IGG-060398-01.
3 Dec, K. "Transition Challenges: The CIO's
Perspective." InSide Gartner Group. 22 April 1998: IGG-
042298-01.
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The stability of the IT infrastructure and the amount of achievable organizational
change seem to be related. Changes in an unstable environment can cause a breakdown
of core organizational processes. Robert Robless, Vice President of IT at United Airlines
e-Commerce division warns, "United Airlines loses $200,000 per hour if our Intranet site
goes
down."4 The positive relationship between achievable change and the stability of
the IT infrastructure is critical for organizations, particularly when considering the
organization's increasing demand for change.
Part of the challenge for IT executives is to understand what is driving instability
within their IT organization. Despite the importance of stability in supporting
organizational change, much of the research regarding the impact of change on IT
organizations often does not talk directly about IT infrastructure stability. For example, a
Harvard Business School article entitled "Managing in an Information Age: IT
Challenges and Opportunities"5 discusses strategic alignment and levels ofmaturity, but
does not mention IT infrastructure stability. Despite researching dozens of additional
articles with similar IT management titles, the topic of IT infrastructure stability
remained elusive. To gain insight into the details of stability, the author conducted two
surveys of IT executives.
4 Pankow, Jeffrey A. "Information Technology Infrastructure Stability
Questionnaire." September-
October, 2000.
5 Applegate, Lynda. "Managing in an Information Age: IT Challenges and
Opportunities" Harvard
Business School 8 August 1995: Document number 9-196-004.
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3. Information Technology Surveys
The majority of information presented in this thesis is based on information
obtained from two IT executive surveys. The two surveys of IT executives were
conducted in an effort to validate the importance of IT infrastructure stability and to
understand more about the factors impacting it and what IT executives are doing to
address this issue. The first survey was more general in nature and established the
importance of IT infrastructure stability. The second survey focused specifically on IT
infrastructure stability, and reaffirmed the importance of stability and provided more
insight into the factors impacting stability. The first and second surveys are available for
review in the appendix. A comprehensive list of the IT Executives who were included in
the surveymailings is also included in the appendix.
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a. Survey 1 - Information Technology Executive Questionnaire
The first IT executive survey was mailed in the fall of 1999. The intent of the
survey is to gather information about the organization the IT executive is supporting and
to establish the importance of IT infrastructure stability. The survey is divided into two
parts. Part I questions are designed to gather information about the IT executive, their
company and their IT environment. Part II of the survey focuses on the stability of the IT
infrastructure. The questions are formatted as a mixture ofmultiple choice questions and
freeform comments.
The IT executive survey mailing list came from CIO Magazine's top 100
Innovative IT organizations in 19996. A few entries on the original list were replaced
with IT executives that the author has direct access to for follow-up questioning. The
first survey's response rate is an encouraging 25% and includes several readily
recognized IT executives. The respondents include Rick Devenuti -CIO of Microsoft,
Stephan Ward -CIO of IBM, Richard Dalzell -CIO of j\mazon.com, and James Kinney -
CIO ofKraft Foods.
The survey establishes the importance of the IT infrastructure. IT executives
reveal that IT infrastructure is a key goal, and a major factor impacting organizational
stability. The survey also identifies IT infrastructure stability as a critical component for
the organization. Results also reveal key information about the relationship between IT
stability and change. A few key factors are:
Seventy percent of respondents believe that over the past five years it
has become increasingly more difficult to maintain a stable IT
infrastructure;
Ninety percent believe pressures on IT infrastructure stability will
continue to increase in thefuture; and
Eighty percent of respondents indicated that stabilizing IT is one of
theirprimary goals.
6 "The list of the 1999 CIO- 1 00 honorees and their company
information." CIO Magazine. 1 5 August
1999, page 17-28.
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Figure 3.a illustrates the responses to question nine of the survey. Question nine
asks for a listing of the primary IT goals and whether the goals are completed, not started,
or in progress. The free-form responses are accumulated into seven categories. Data
warehouse and Client Server goals have the highest rate of "Completion" and electronic
commerce has the highest indication of "In Progress". There are no apparent surprises in
the results of the Primary IT goals question. The primary focus appears to be on
technology and functionality related issues. Client-Server, Data Warehouse, Electronic
Commerce and Enterprise Resource Planning initiatives make up almost seventy-five
percent of the goals. Stabilizing IT, strategic alignment and IT excellence make up the
remaining goals.
Figure 3.a: Survey 1, Question 9.
Primary IT goals (non-Y2K related) for IT
executives
Stabilize IT
24%
IT Excellence
1%
Client-Server
17% Strategic
Alignment
1%
DataWarehouse
16%
Question ten starts to reveal interesting facts about how IT executives feel about
their IT infrastructure. Question ten asks for information about the future goals of IT
executives.
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Responses to this question establish the importance of the IT infrastructure (see
Figure 3.b). Goals such as "Strategic Architecture", "highly scalable - adaptive
systems", "video to desktop", and "network redesign"are included in what the author
defines as components of the IT infrastructure. They all include some aspect of
information technology development, deployment, or integration in support of
organizational goals and objectives. Consolidating these responses indicates that IT
infrastructure goals will consume one-third of the IT organization's time in the next
several years.
Electronic commerce, which includes "business to business", "web development",
and "business to consumer"accounts for the next largest response with twenty-eight
percent of IT executives indicating that they will be focusing on these issues. Electronic
commerce and web development could also arguably be included in IT infrastructure
initiatives indicating an even larger focus on infrastructure. Responses also indicate that
globalization will continue to be a consideration for IT executives directly impacted by
global market demands and trends. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
implementations will also remain an area of focus over the next couple of years.
Organizational consolidation, IT organizational funding, and business process excellence
round out the remaining elements on the chart, but at comparatively lower levels.
Figure 3.b: Survey 1, Question 10.
Short term goals (1-3 years) for IT executives
Infrastructure
35%
Globalization
14%
BP Excellence
4%
Funding Model
4%
ERP
11%
E-com
28%
Consolidation
4%
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The next series of charts explores the topic of IT infrastructure stability. Question
fourteen asks for information about what pressures impacted stability during the past five
years (see Figure 3.c). The responses to this question establish the importance of IT
infrastructure stability. The majority of issues to impact IT stability in the past five years
are the IT Infrastructure - the systems and technology employed by the organization.
Market demands come in a very distant second, and staffing and electronic commerce,
which may be rolled into either market demands or infrastructure, rounds out the list. It
is interesting that IT executives consider changes in technology as a primary driver
behind increased difficulty in maintaining stability in their organizations. Could there be
a link between efforts to maintain a stable IT infrastructure while simultaneously
increasing the complexity of the environment causing unintentional instability? Results
from the author's second survey seam to support this assertion.
Figure 3.c: Survey 1, Question 14.
Factors impacting IT stability in the past 5
years
Staffing
6%
Market Demands
19%
Infrastructure/
Systems
69%
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The last question in the survey, question fifteen, asks IT executives to discuss
future stability pressures. Figure 3.d, illustrates what IT Executives believe will be the
future impacts to IT stability. Once again, the IT infrastructure accounts for the most
significant element of the future stability issue, making up forty percent of the chart.
Market Demands and Electronic Commerce make up another forty percent of the
responses. Despite the significance of these other two factors, IT infrastructure concerns
dominate the IT executive's focus in the future.
Figure 3.d: Survey 1, Question 15.
Future factors IT executives bel ieve will
impact stability
Staffing Standards
5% ~\ r 5% E-com
"
22%
Market Demands
_i_^
18% ^^fiil5
Globalization
5%
IT Management
5%
[infrastructure
40%
Question twelve asks for information regarding outsourcing and the existence of
multiple locations. IT executives are asked if these factors impact their ability to deliver
a stable IT infrastructure. Most of the survey respondents indicate that they have
multiple IT locations and outsource some portion of their IT functions. The most
prevalent outsourced functions are Help Desk and some level of Desktop support.
However, respondents indicated that neither multiple IT locations nor outsourcing of IT
functions have anymajor impact on the stability of their IT organization.
Responses to this first survey establish that the IT infrastructure is a major area of
focus for IT executives. Additionally, IT infrastructure stability will be a critical focus
for IT executives in the future. Unfortunately, the first survey does not reveal much
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detail about why the IT infrastructure is so important. It also does not reveal much about
the sources of the instability pressures. Nor does it uncover much detail about what IT
executives are doing to address instability. To gain further insight into these topics, a
second survey was conducted that focuses more exclusively on instability factors and
what is being done to address them.
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b. Survey 2 - Information Technology Infrastructure Stability
Questionnaire
The first survey established the importance of infrastructure stability and the
increased pressure on that stability. However, to more fully understand the factors
impacting stability and what IT executives are doing to address these factors, the second
survey is more focused on these topics. The survey is composed of seven multiple choice
and freeform text questions. The goal of the survey is to confirm the importance of a
stable IT infrastructure in meeting the business goals of the organization and to determine
what factors are impacting stability and what IT executives are doing to address these
factors.
The second survey was conducted in the fall of 2000 to over one hundred and
fifty IT executives. The list of IT executives is drawn from CIO Magazine's Top 500 IT
organizations. The response rate to the second survey is not as impressive as the first.
There is an estimated response rate under seven percent. Perhaps the lower response rate
is partially due to the more difficult nature of questions in the second survey as compared
to the first. Several of the more recognizable respondents and companies include Bud
Fiume, CTO ofNabisco, David Thompson from PeopleSoft, Dick LeFave from Nextel,
and Diane Drum from DuPont.
The response to the first question, which asks about the importance of a stable IT
infrastructure, confirms again that IT infrastructure stability is critical. Response to the
third question which asks if it is more difficult to maintain stability today than in the past
quickly confirms that it is indeed increasingly more difficult to maintain stability.
Responses to questions one through four reveal the following:
Ninety percent of respondents agree that IT infrastructure stability is
critical to achieving business goals;
Sixty' percent indicate that organizational change impacts the stability
oftheir IT infrastructure;
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Eighty percent agree that it is more difficult to maintain a stable IT
infrastructure today than in thepast;
Sixty percent also agree that it will be more difficult in the future to
maintain a stable IT infrastructure.
There is over-whelming agreement that a stable IT infrastructure is critical for
achieving business goals. A few of the respondents provide additional comments to their
answers. Figure 3.e below illustrates these responses. System availability is identified as
the most important factor, followed by organizational dependency on IT, and lastly,
system scalability. Organizational dependency on IT and system availability are very
closely linked to one another.
Figure 3.e: Survey 2, Question 1.
Why IT infrastructure stability is critical for
achieving business goals
Scalability
13%
24x7x365
62%
Dependency on
IT
25%
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The second question asked about the impacts that organization change has on the
stability of the IT infrastructure. Sixty percent of the respondents agree there is an
impact (see figure 3.f). The most significant impacts are on strategic alignment -
understanding the needs of the operational areas and making sure they are being
addressed, and increased complexity - adding additional layers of technology in response
to increased organizational demands. Increased complexity included Web development,
a more mobile work force, and new technologies that need to be linked with existing
applications. This gives some insight into the almost spiraling effect that organizational
demands for change, leading to increased complexities, has on efforts to maintain
stability.
Figure 3.f: Survey 2, Question 2.
Impacts Organizational Change has had
on IT infrastructure stability
Outsourcing Strategic
17% Alignment
^ 33%
lncreased^^______
-W
Complexity Turnover
33% 17%
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Even though most IT executives agree that organizational changes impact
stability, forty percent of IT executives responded that organizational changes have no
impact on their ability to maintain stability. The reasons given are split evenly between
retaining qualified staff, good management practices, and the adaptability of the IT
infrastructure to changes (figure 3.g). [Not surprisingly, retention of qualified staff and
management capabilities will surface again later as factors IT executives agree that help
maintain stability.] The forty percent who responded that stability is not impacted by
organizational change may have already identified remedies to these issues and
successfully employed them to maintain stability.
Figure 3.g: Survey 2, Question 2.
Reasons Organizational Change has not impacted IT
infrastructure
Management Low turnover
33% 1 I -^ 34%
Adaptability
33%
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Question three asks if it is more difficult to maintain a stable IT infrastructure
today than in the past. Eighty percent agreed that it is more difficult (see figure 3.h
below). Of those, sixty percent indicated that it is more difficult due to the increased
complexity of the IT infrastructure. There are more layers of software and hardware that
need to communicate together, making the overall architecture much more complex and
difficult to maintain. The remaining reasons are split between increased expectations,
poor tools, and increased dependency on IT. The increased expectations and increased
dependency on IT again speak to the increased role that IT plays in organizations today.
This increased role is driving demand for more and improved functionality from IT, and
at the same time raising the levels of expectation and demand from the organizational
operations areas.
Figure 3.h: Survey 2, Question 3.
Why it is more difficult to maintain
stability
Increased
Expectations
13%
IT Dependency
12%
Poor Tools
13%
More
Complex
62%
Twenty percent of respondents say it is less difficult today to maintain stability.
However, only one respondent gave reasons on why they believe it is less difficult. They
indicated that the increased complexities (they did acknowledge that it is more complex
today) are offset by increased capabilities. Once again, perhaps they have developed
sound management practices, retained qualified staff, and have a flexible architecture in
place to maintain stability.
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The fourth question asks IT executives if it will be more difficult in the future to
maintain stability (see figure 3.j below). The majority agree (sixty percent) that they
believe it will continue to grow more difficult in the future to maintain stability. The
reasons given are in line with the reasons identified as making it difficult to maintain
stability today. Increased complexity and increased customer expectations account for
almost eighty percent of the reasons. Most IT executives agree that maintaining IT
infrastructure stability will continue to be more difficult in the future and that the driving
factors are similar to what they are experiencing today.
Figure 3.j: Survey 2, Question 4.
Why it will be more difficult to maintain
stability in the future
More external
users
25%
__
More complex
37%
Increase
expectations
38%
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A smaller percentage of respondents, forty percent, believed it would not be as
difficult in the future to maintain stability than it is currently. This group is much more
optimistic about future capabilities to deal with stability (see figure 3.i). Many feel that
better technology will be developed to help address and maintain stability. They also
look to better management and training. Some even believe that the number of layers of
technology will be decreased through consolidation - helping address stability.
Figure 3.i: Survey 2, Question 4.
Why it will be less difficult to maintain
stability in the future
Management
25%
Training
25%
Better
Technology
37%
Platform
Consolidation
13%
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Question five asks respondents to identify the most significant factors impacting
stability (see figure 3.k). Not surprisingly, increased complexities and increased
customer expectations account for the majority of responses. This is consistent with the
premise that the IT infrastructure continues to grow more complex (increased
complexities), and that IT continues to move into almost every aspect of organizational
processes (increased customer expectations). Staff training and retention of qualified
staff make up thirty percent of the factors and lack of standards round out the remainder
of factors.
Figure 3.k: Survey 2, Question 5.
The most significant factors
impacting stability
Training
15%
Increased
complexities
39%
Retention
15%
Increase Lack of
expectations
vStandards
23% 8%
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The sixth question asks about the factors that IT executives use to maintain IT
infrastructure stability. As might be expected, there is no single answer - no silver bullet,
to address IT infrastructure stability (see figure 3.1). No answer to question six accounts
for more than fifteen percent. There are eleven different factors identified. The two most
common responses are staying current with software and hardware, and having a system
architecture design that will support change. Interestingly, staying current with software
and hardware will in and of itself require change, with the expectation that the change
will help maintain stability. The next most important consideration is to have an
architectural design that will support organizational change while maintaining a stable IT
infrastructure. The next five factors all weigh in equally in importance; Service Level
Agreements and metrics, change control, management, retention, and training. These
represent a mixture of having qualified staff and management, and policies and
procedures and measurement tools to monitor and maintain stability. The remaining
three factors are a combination of technology and strategy; strategic alignment with
organizational goals and objectives, maintaining and using standards in technology and
development processes, and having the right technology tools.
Figure 3.1: Survey 2, Question 6.
Most important factors in maintaining
stability
SLAs/Metrics
11%
Funding
4%
Staying current
15%
Architecture
design
14%
Strategic
Alignment
4%
Retention
11% Training
11%
Standards
4%
Tools
4%
Management
11%
Change control
11%
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The variety of responses to how IT executives maintain stability in their IT
infrastructure gives insight into the complexities involved in this effort. Question seven,
the final question, asks respondents to identify any other considerations for IT
infrastructure stability. Many of the responses are similar to issues identified in earlier
questions. They include flexibility and scalability of infrastructure architectural design
and using benchmarks (metrics) to help maintain focus. Vendor relations and
outsourcing are also identified as options. [Several executives indicate that corporate
communication is important and that stability can compete against other IT and
organizational priorities leaving it vulnerable as a primary focus for IT.] Buddy Fiume,
the Chief Technology Officer of Nabisco, noted "Stability is inversely related to
complexity..focus should be on a comprehensive, but simple
infrastructure."
7 Information Technology Executive Questionnaire. Jeffrey A. Pankow, 2000. Buddy Fiume, CTO of
Nabisco, response to survey question seven.
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Other Survey results
It is difficult to find surveys focusing directly on IT infrastructure stability. Many
of the IT surveys researched do not directly discuss IT infrastructure stability. However,
a yearly survey conducted by Gartner can be used to make an interesting comparison to
the thesis survey results. The Gartner survey, first conducted in 1995, identifies the top
five technology issues and the top five management issues for CIOs. Gartner indicates
that they believe that technology issues are relatively volatile while management issues
remain relatively stable over time. This supports the idea that technology is continually
changing making it difficult for IT executives to keep focused on any one issue long
enough to optimize it.
Since 1997, Gartner has found that only one issue, network management, remains
on the technology list year after year. The Internet and packaged solutions, two of 1 997's
top technology challenges, appear for the first time in 1997. And four of 1995's "hot
topics"
- client/server architecture, electronic commerce, application development tools
and object-oriented technology - do not make the 1997 list. However, one could readily
roll these technology issues (i.e. network management, Internet, client/server) into the
broader category of IT Infrastructure, thus supporting the findings in the author's surveys
that IT infrastructure continues to be a primary focus of IT executives.
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4. Change and Instability
"If the 1980s were about quality and the 1990s were about reengineering, then
the 2000s will be about velocity. About how quickly the nature ofbusiness will change.
"*
Bill Gates - 1999.
Bill Gate's comment above is readily confirmed by the author's surveys. IT
executive responses to the two surveys conducted by the author confirm that the IT
environment is changing more rapidly today than in the past. IT organizations will be
subject to continuous organizational and technological change at an increasing rate in the
future. The author's surveys also reveal that it is critical for IT executives to maintain a
stable IT infrastructure despite the rapid changes. The growing importance of IT in
almost every aspect of organizational processes as confirmed in the surveys is supported
in a white paper from the Keane consulting group. The white paper is entitled
"Outsourcing As A Means Of Improving.." (Keane, 1997) supports the rapid state of
change by pointing out the following:
"The scale and complexity of business software applications have
increased dramatically since the introduction ofcomputers. Today, few, if
any, significant business processes operate without some form ofsoftware
support, and a typical corporate portfolio now includes a range of
platforms, operating environments and languages. Moreover, the
proliferation ofbusiness applications and their complexity shows no signs
ofabating, (p.
1)"
In some cases, the market demands innovation and shorter time to market. In
other cases, technological change drives market innovation. Business units are anxious to
use the latest technology to reduce time to market, increase productivity and improve
8 Business (a). The Speed OfThought- Using A Digital Nervous System. Warner Books, Inc., Bill Gates
and Collins Hemingway, (1999): Introduction.
9
Outsourcing As AMeans of Improving Process Maturity. An Approach forMore Rapidly Moving up the
CapabilityMaturityModel. Keane, Inc., (1997): Introduction.
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customer satisfaction and service. However, many of these changes have been costly.
Not just from a budgetary standpoint, but from a relative stability standpoint.
The author's survey results indicate that over ninety percent of respondents
believe that in the next five years there will be increased pressure on the stability of IT
organizations. These increased pressures are the result of a combination of things
including changes in technology, business and market demands. A similar finding from
Gartner offers some insights on the nature of the infrastructure changes. Gartner (1998)
estimates that in the two-year period between 1998 and 2000, organizations will be
subjected to numerous technology changes including:
At least one new operating system;
Newpersonalproductivity tools and upgrades;
New e-mail system;
New applications;
New graphical user interfaces (GUIs);
New support structures;
Greater responsibility for application development (InSide
GartnerGroup 1998).
Increasingly complex software drives the need for increasingly complex hardware
to support the growing demands for functionality, connectivity, and bandwidth. This is
confirmed by many of the IT executive comments in the surveys. The impact of all these
technological changes on an organization can be profound. In an interview with CIO
Magazine, the former CIO of Xerox Corporation, Patricia Wallington, stated "..The
productivity and the gains that American corporations have made couldn't have happened
without the information technology that's been put in
place."1'
Organizations that do not recognize the importance of IT and its strategic impact
may not be able to compete in the marketplace of the future. In the past ten years, worker
10 Pankow, Jeffrey A., "Information Technology Executive
Questionnaire" September-October 2000.
11 Pearson, David. "The Changing Focus of the
CIO." CIO Magazine 1 April 1999: page 73.
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1 7
productivity has increased dramatically through the implementation of technology.
Organizations that do not take advantage of opportunities to dramatically increase
productivity will not remain competitive. In further support of this, according to Schlier
and McNee (1998), "[The successful] enterprise will use its knowledge assets
to. .Innovate products, services, channels and
processes."
They go on to say, "This
enterprise will be enabled by information, knowledge and technology."
The survey findings with regard to questions about the drivers of instability can
be readily organized into two major categories. The first is increased organizational
expectations of IT. Increased expectation includes increased reliability on IT for core
organizational processes. The second is increased IT complexities. There is a
combination of increasingly complex software and hardware and increased layers of
technology making the entire environment more difficult to maintain stability. In part,
the increased complexities are due to a marked increase in the use of technology by non-
IT staff. Additionally, there is much greater demand for remote connectivity and greater
demand for access to external networks such as the World Wide Web.
The current elements of instability may change over time depending on many
factors that can impact the environment. For example, competition, technological change
(i.e. introduction and subsequent growth of the Internet) market demands, and resource
availability may impact and even change the major forces of change impacting IT. The
IT organization will develop new stabilizing forces to address these new forces of
change.
One of the key issues identified by most IT executives as both a factor for
instability and a key area of focus is staff retention. Turnover is a growing concern for
many IT organizations. A Computerworld survey (1998) indicated that fifty-seven
percent of IS managers fear losing staff to recruiters and placement agencies. Excellus
Health Plan, Inc. (Doing Business As: BlueCross & BlueShield of the Rochester Area) a
health insurance company operating in Rochester, New York, experienced the impact of
12 Duffy, Daintry. "Has Y2K Helped the CIO's
Credibility?" CIO Magazine. 15 January 2000: page 54.
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significant IT turnover in 1998.13 Excellus Health Plan's IT turnover rate went from
below five percent for the prior three years to over twenty percent in 1998. The
magnitude of this change had significant impacts on the Excellus Health Plan
organization. The organization had not previously experienced such dramatic change of
this magnitude. Significant impacts included the loss of key IT business and application
knowledge that impacted productivity. Additionally, the Human Resource department
was unable to react quickly to put changes in place to stem the staff turnover. Nor were
they prepared to help IT fill the open positions in a timely fashion, further damaging
productivity.
The IT turnover rate continued to be over twenty percent in 1999 until several
changes were implemented including significant compensation changes. Other changes
included new IT staff surveys to help management determine causes for dissatisfaction.
The corporate culture at Excellus Health Plan, Inc. also changed, to position it more aptly
to meet the needs of its IT staff.
Many organizations were hit with retention issues during the late nineteen-
nineties due to Y2K resource pressures. However, Y2K related staffing pressures are
over. Yet the demand for IT personnel remains very high. Conservative estimates reveal
that there are still over three hundred thousand vacant IT
positions.14Market indicators
estimate that demand for IT personnel will continue to exceed supply for the foreseeable
future. A recent report indicated that fifty percent of surveyed companies still believe
that employee retention is a growing problem with their
organization.15
To counter this fear, many companies, like Excellus Health Plan, Inc., are trying
various approaches to retain staff. Some are employing fairly routine "retention getters".
For example, mentoring programs, expanded career ladders, more competitive
13 The author worked as an IT Manager at Excellus Health Plan, Inc. from 1990 to 2000.
14
Field, Tom. "Here Today, Here
Tomorrow." CIO Magazine 15 January 2000.
15 "Thomas Staffing
14th Annual Survey
Results" Thomas Staffing, 1 January 2000.
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compensation offerings, and increased training. However, two decades of corporate
downsizing have proven that employers are less loyal and employees are well aware of
this fact. Therefore, some employers are striving to be a bit more innovative in the
retention battle. For example, some companies are offering on-site day care, exercise
facilities, greater staff input in company policies and strategies, and greater flexibility in
defining their own role within the company.
There are other work force factors that may impact stability. Often in the past,
programmers and IT professionals may have been characterized as
"peculiar"
sorts of
individuals. They tended to live behind secured doors, and seldom met with non-IT staff.
However, as mentioned earlier, this is changing. Along with other changes in
technology, the perception of the IT professional is changing too. Today, programmers
and other IT professions are becoming increasingly active in the daily lives of company's
operational areas. Increasingly, the IT staff is asked to make business decisions and/or
recommendations based on system, technology, and business acumen. This can create
difficult situations for staff not used to these new levels of interaction. In an article from
Gartner (1998), the transition is described as follows:
"Perhaps the most challenging issue is the conversion and cultural
alignment of the IS organization with business objectives. This is not the
more generic "business and IT alignment issue, but rather a
necessary change in the attitude ofISpersonnelfrom one that is technical
to one that is more business-oriented. Too few IS professionals have a
customer-driven mentality, nor do they appreciate that the quality and
responsiveness of the services they deliver to business units and IT end-
users are as important to success as technicalproficiency.
"
As mentioned earlier, CIOs are increasingly being asked to play more strategic
roles in the direction of companies. Also, technology is becoming increasingly user-
friendly, allowing more users to understand and interface more directly with the
technology around them. Non-IT operational staffs are now performing more functions
that were traditionally IT functions. These non-IT operational staffs untrained in
16 Schlier, F., McNee, B. "The Successful Enterprise of the
21st
Century - Technology Is Its Lifeblood."
InSide GartnerGroup. 3 June 1998: IGG-060398-01.
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traditional IT processes and protocols and without proper guidance, can quickly raise
havoc with production systems introducing instability.
Figure IV.a helps illustrates this change in roles and functionality. The
illustration on the right depicts a small gray area between data processing and end-user.
This is representative of how rigid the functionality differences between the two once
were. The illustration on the left shows a much broader band ofgray. This broad gray
area is indicative of the environment that exists today. Whereby, end-users have much
more flexibility in functionality that once is traditionally considered the exclusive realm
of IT. For example, desktop productivity tools like Microsoft Office and Lotus Notes
provide end-users with functional capabilities to set up their databases and workflow
applications.
Figure 4.b: The overlap between IT and the End-user continues to grow.
1950s to early 1990s mid 1990s to Present
Functionality Overlap
Data Processing
Functionality
Functionality Overlap
.<:
Information Technolog
Functionality
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Changes in the workforce will continue to occur and will continue to present IT
executives with the challenge of incorporating the changes while maintaining stability.
This will require the IT organization to monitor and understand the level of technological
expertise and usage that exists within the organization it supports. In addition, the IT
organization will need to understand it's own changing dynamics. The closer IT
executives are to IT and organizational staff, the more likely they are to understand their
needs. This will help avert unanticipated changes from disrupting the stability of the
environment.
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5. Managing Stability in a State of Change
"As we enter the twenty-first century, we are seeing a breakdown of the
traditionally stable functional hierarchy and its associated management principles
"
-
RichardL. Nolan andKatherine N Seger. (1993)'7
Revolutionary changes in Information Technology continue to drive the transition
from the Industrial Age to the Information Age. The potential for productivity gains as a
result of these new technologies is almost unprecedented. Amid such a high degree of
change, it is a constant challenge for IT to keep daily operations stable while
implementing new processes and functions. This is the challenge of managing change
while maintaining stability. Dick LeFave, Senior Vice President and Chief Information
Officer ofNextel Communications gives sound advice on managing IT in an environment
of change. Dick comments, "Good tools and a solid business basis for IT are critical. A
good shop is based on sound reporting and tracking fundamentals. I focus my managers
on running the IT operation like their own business. I would say IT needs to provide a
platform for innovation and it should not just support the business but also stimulate the
businessprocesses."18
Many organizations are coming to expect a top-quality infrastructure as part of
doing business. The author's second IT executive survey affirmed the increased
expectations organizations on their IT departments. Thirty-eight percent of IT executives
believe the future will yield increased expectations for their IT infrastructure leading to
increased pressures on stability. Expectations have developed over time that PCs and
networks will provide the same levels of availability as the mainframe-based applications
have provided for years. This is not an easy task as technology continues to develop at
very rapid rates and applications continue to grow in complexity.
17 Nolan, Richard L. and Seger, Katherine N. "Note on Information Technology and
Strategy." Harvard
Business Review, 1 March 1993: Page 1.
18
Pankow, Jeffrey A. "Information Technology Infrastructure Stability
Questionnaire." September-
October, 2000.
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End users continue to gain greater access to technology, sometimes leading to
more problems than it solves. For example, end users at Sun Microsystems expect a top-
quality infrastructure, but IT must make them willing to pay for it. The way Sun
Microsystems Inc. CIO William J. Raduchel sees it; it's tough for IT to win when it
comes to infrastructure. First, managers strive to deliver the latest technology at the
lowest cost to technology-hungry users. Then they must convince those users that they're
getting their money's worth from the system. "The hard problem is [having] a network
that works well [but] is perceived by some [users] as too expensive, even though they
often are the major drivers of those costs," Raduchel says.19
Today, there needs to be a balance between operational stability, business
innovation, and technological change. Imbalance can develop into organizational
"emergencies"
or instability. The IT organization is then put on the spot to step in and
restore stability. Imbalances can occur as a result of competition, changes in industry
technology, or changing market conditions. Edward Galgay, CIO of Polo Ralph Lauren,
has identified the following five ways to monitor the balance between business and
technology:
Vision ITmust help build a strategic consensus in the organization,
which will in turn help drive the direction of the organization.
Business partnership IT must not only be a full partner in the
process of innovation, but it must lead in educating allpartners to the
economic benefits of technology.
Architecture IT leadership must design and lead in the integration of
technology components, lead in the migration of one set of
technologies to the next generation, and minimize the risk of
19 Mayor, Tracy. "Can you upgrade your infrastructure without affecting your company's productivity?
USAA answers its own $105 million
questio ."CIO Magazine. 1 August 1997.
20 Glasser, Perry., "Continuous Response -Two CIOs at the CIO Perspectives Conference share tales of
their company's strategies for IT flexibility and responsiveness to ever-changing
conditions." CIO
Magazine. 1 March 1999.
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deployment approaches, deciding if it is appropriate to go forward
with a Big Bang or incremental rollout.
IT funding model utility and innovation are the two drivers for
funding. For theformer, limit costs while keeping the lights on; for the
latter, strategic initiatives must be considered in terms of business
benefits.
Organizational model utility initiatives must be funded separately
from innovation initiatives, and should never compete for dollars.
Both howeverMUST be aligned with the corporate vision.
Strategic decisions cannot be made in a vacuum within IT. They need to be made
with full organizational support. Using the five utility levels described above by Edward
Galgay can help defuse emotional arguments before they happen, and keep crises
manageable (i.e. minimize the amount of instability). Ken Thompson, the Chief
Information Officer at PeopleSoft, warned, "Stability is often a conscious (or
unconscious) choice that competes with other IT/business
priorities."21
Maintaining a stable IT infrastructure can be a daunting task. The author's
surveys confirm there is no single answer - no silver bullet, to address IT infrastructure
stability. The corporate culture of most companies must continue to change as they
recognize and exploit the strategic importance of their IT organization. In the mid
nineteen nineties, senior management at a growing company heavily reliant on IT for
their core business, responded to IT staff increased workload concerns with, "..working
here [and being unhappy] is better than the alternative [not working at
all]."This type of
corporate philosophy changed as key IT staff started leaving the company in search of
companies with corporate philosophies more in-line with their own. IT executives agree
that retaining qualified staff is one of the highest priorities for maintaining stability.
Some innovative companies are modifying their corporate cultures to reflect the
increasing importance of IT and changing IT staff requirements. They are willing to
focus more on the needs and issues that IT staff feel are important, all in an effort to
retain the best employees. IT executives need to balance their desire for innovation and
21
Pankow, Jeffrey A. "Information Technology Infrastructure Stability
Questionnaire." September-
October, 2000.
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technological interest, with a general manager-like quality of business pragmatism. This
corporate alignment of goals allows the IT organization to experience change from a
business rather than a technical perspective. In order to mitigate the risk of unexpected
change, IT organizations must constantly work to align their strategic plans with the
strategic plans of the company. This will help ensure that as the market and business
drivers change, IT can react appropriately to those changes.
It is also important to maintain an architectural design made up of components
that are readily supportable and meet the functional demands of the organization. IT
executives confirmed that the two most common factors in maintaining stability are
staying current with software and hardware, and having a system architecture design that
will support change. It is also important to manage the IT resources well. Sound
management includes; establishing and maintaining Service Level Agreements, using
metrics to measure performance against peer groups, and change control to monitor rate
of change introduced into the organization.
Today, organizations have a greater appreciation coupled with higher expectations
for the IT organization. They expect IT to understand their business requirements and
partner with them in fulfilling these change requirements. IT staff can take heart by
recalling that the most successful "carpet
baggers,"
roaming the South at end of the Civil
War were able to whistle Dixie or the sing the Battle Hymn of the Republic with equal
enthusiasm depending on the company at hand. So too, in order to be equally successful,
today's IT organization needs to be able to accommodate increasing organizational
demands for change, while simultaneously maintaining a stable IT infrastructure to
accommodate those changes - each with equal enthusiasm.
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6. Conclusions
"Nothing exemplifies how fast the Internet is changing things more than two
facts. It took 38 yearsfor 50 million U.S. users to get radio. It's taken four yearsfor 50
million U.S. users to get on the Web. " CIOMagazine22
The next millennium continues to usher in the transition from the Industrial Age
to the Information Age. This transition has many similarities to another very significant
change that occurred a century ago. That is the transition from an agricultural economy
to an industrial economy, referred to as the "Industrial
Revolution." Just as the advent of
the steam engine and steel brought about the Industrial Revolution, so too are the
computer and software bringing about a shift from the industrial age to information age.
This transition has created a new player in an arena where industrial age critical
success factors of labor and materials formerly ruled -namely information. Information,
and the strategic use of it, has created an incredibly powerful new asset for organizations.
Information has become a particularly important factor in the development of strategic
visions and plans. The information technology infrastructure is the framework within
which information is housed.
The role IT plays in business continues to grow in importance to the point where
most organizations can't function without IT support. Buddy Fiume, Chief Technology
Officer with Nabisco, points out that, "Virtually all business operation in a Fortune 100
company literally depends on IT. When systems are down, key business processes stop.
This is much more the case now than it was a few years
ago."Organizations that fail to
recognize and exploit the power of their IT division will not survive. Likewise, IT
22
Melewski, Deborah. "Honing your E-Business
Strategy." Special Advertising Supplement, page SI.
CIO Magazine 1 May 2000.
23
Pankow, Jeffrey A. "Information Technology Infrastructure Stability
Questionnaire." September-
October, 2000.
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organizations that fail to change as their world changes around them, will drive their own
organizations to failure.
One of the major assertions of the thesis is that the stability of the IT
infrastructure is critical for organizational success. Responses to the surveys
overwhelmingly support this. When stable, it provides fertile ground for innovation and
change. Within a stable IT infrastructure, IT executives can act quickly to change focus
in support of the next big corporate issue, need, or demand. The future of the information
technology field is going to continue to be filled with change and pressures on stability.
Unfortunately, there is no silver-bullet for addressing IT infrastructure stability. It takes a
concerted effort by management, staff, vendors, and technology to create an architecture
that will stand up against the increasing pressures of change.
To get it wrong, to end up with an IT infrastructure that does not stand up against
the increasing pressures of change, can mean the ultimate failure of the organization. To
get it right, to create a stable infrastructure in which change can be fostered and managed,
will help the organization achieve prosperity and success. For future studies, there may
be an opportunity to research the organizations that have failed, or have been taken over
by other organizations, to determine if IT infrastructure instability played any role in the
failure.
In retrospect, the surveys served as an excellent tool to gather information directly
from IT executives. The lack of readily available information on IT infrastructure
stability seems to indicate that this topic offers significant untapped potential for future
research. Future surveys could use the data gathered by these first two surveys to take
the study of IT infrastructure stability to an even greater level of detail. For example, the
first two surveys revealed that future impacts on IT infrastructure stability include
increased complexities, increased organizational expectations, and retention. Future
surveys could focus on these three topics and ask for specific examples for each factor.
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One of the most time consuming aspects of conducting the surveys was gathering
the mailing addresses of the IT executives. Once an IT executive's name was identified
through CIO Magazine, the executives' company website was located, then any
Securities And Exchange (SEC) filings were researched (Usually found in the Investors
Relations section). The company's mailing address is one of the required fields for SEC
filings. This is a very slow and tedious process. A suggestion for future surveys would
be to research the option ofpurchasing mailing lists for IT executives.
It might also be interesting to see how the responses to the same IT infrastructure
stability survey might change over time. The two surveys conducted for this thesis,
unintentionally crossed over the millennium change (1999-2000). Interestingly,
responses to the first survey's (1999) questions about causes for IT infrastructure stability
barely mentioned staff training or retention. However, the second survey (2000)
conducted a year after the first, revealed retention and training as among the highest
causes of IT infrastructure instability.
IT executive surveys are an excellent method to gain insight on the thoughts and
experiences of senior IT executives. The topic of IT infrastructure stability still remains
relatively unexplored and offers a great deal of potential for future exploration. For
example, an annual survey of IT infrastructure stability might reveal interesting trends in
IT organizations, their management, and their relationship with the organizations they
support. It would be exciting to see the results of further studies into the topic of
Information Technology infrastructure stability.
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7. Appendix A: Survey 1
Srse^n-It Information Technology
Caledonia, NY 14423
Executive Questionnaire
Name
Addressl
Address2
City, State Zip
Monday, November 01, 1999
Dear Information Technology Executive:
I am a graduate student at Rochester Institute of Technology and am completing my
requirements for a Masters of Science in Information Technology. I have chosen for my
capstone project a thesis focusing on the importance of a stable Information Technology
infrastructure. Part of my thesis requires surveying Information Technology professions to
gather information on their experiences and perspectives.
To that end, I would greatly appreciate your help by completing the attached survey. Please feel
free to make comments where applicable. The survey is a self-mailer with postage already
included. When you have completed the survey, please fold it in halfwith my return address
visible on the outside, tape the middle together and drop in the mail.
If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to give me a call at
716.238.4642 (W) or
716.538.4744 (H). Or you can e-mail me at Jeffrey.Pankow@Excellus.com. Again, your time in
answering the attached questionnaire is greatly
appreciated.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Pankow
UJ
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Information Technology Executive Questionnaire
Please take a moment to complete the following survey. When you have completed the survey, fold it in halfwith my return
address visible on the outside, tape the middle together and drop in the mail.
A. About yourself
1. What is your title?
CIO
# VP Information Technology
CTO
ft Director/Manager
* Other:
2. How long have you been in your current position?
< 6 months
6-12 months
1-2 years
2-5 years
> 5 years
3. How long have you been in IT?
4 < 5 year
ft 5-10 years
6 > 10 years
B. Your Company
4 Company's estimated gross revenue (in SMillions)?
<$50
$51-500
$501-1,000
$1,000-10,000
>$ 10,000
5 Number of employees?
*
<50
51-250
251-1,000
1,001 - 10,000
>10,000
6 Number of IT Staff?
<25
26-100
101-500
501-1,000
> 1,000
7 What is the primary function of your company?
M Manufacturing
Services
a. Please specify:
C. Your IT Environment
8. How do you measure the success of your IT
organization/projects?
Yes, used Not used
a. Service Level Agreements
b. Cost Benefit Analysis
c. Return on Investment
d. Customer Satisfaction
e. Total Cost ofownership
f. Other:
9. Which of the following are/were primary IT goals
for you? Have you achieved them? Check each box
that applies.
Goal In Progress Achieved
a. E-commerce
b. Stabilize IT
c. ERP implementation
d. Data Warehouse
e. Client-Server
f. Other:
10. What do you plan on focusing on in the next 1-2
years?
a. 3-5 years?_
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P. Stability of IT Infrastructure
Given that the following definition applies: Stability of the Information Technology infrastructure is "The ability of the
Information Technology organization (hardware, software, staff, and related units) to seamlessly support business goals and
operations over
time." Please answer the following questions:
1 1. Is your IT organization divided into multiple
departments or divisions?
* No
* Yes
a. IfYes, please indicate the major divisions or
departments:
12. Do you have multiple IT locations?
No
* Yes
a. IfYes, what impact do multiple locations have on the
stability of your IT organization?
14. Do you believe over the past 5 years it has become
increasingly more difficult to maintain a stable IT
infrastructure?
No
* Yes
a. IfYes, what do you attribute this to and what steps
have you taken to address?
13. Do you outsource any IT functions?
* No
* Yes
a. IfYes, what functions do you outsource and how has
outsourcing affected the stability your IT organization?
Do you believe there will be increased pressures on the
stability of your IT infrastructure in the next 5 years?
* No
* Yes
a. IfYes, what are they and how do you plan to
address them?
15
E. Personal Data (Optional)
16. Name:
Org:
E-mail:
Phone:
Fax:
16. Would you like access information about my Thesis
once it is complete?
Yes No
THANK YOU!
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7. Appendix B: Mailing list for Survey 1
Respondents are in BOLD.
NAME
David P. Drew
Larry E. Kittelberger
Richard L. Dalzell
Marc Andreessen
Keith Leonard
Alan Jones
James D. Dixon
Marvin Adams
Art Levin
Francis A. Dramis Jr.
Richard Knight
Tom Secunda
Robert Krenitsky
Dave McDowell
Scott Griffin
John Leggate
Scott Teissier
James Donehey
Dawn Lepore
Peter Solvik
Edward D. Horowitz
William S. Herald
Bradley P. Dusto
Gary Quinn
Brian C. Henry
Richard J. Fishburn
Susan J. Unger
JerryN. Gregoire
Stephen D. Sprinkle
David P. Roth
Robert R. Ridout
Michael Wilson
Richard Causey
William W. Snyder
John T. McCreadie
Debra Chrapaty
John Sommerwerck
Keith Crossley
Christopher T. Hjelm
John Kelley
Jeremy Seligman
Gary M. Reiner
Patrick J. Zilvitis
Jeffrey D. Liotta
Steve Hawn
David J. Storm
Michael J. Rose
Ronald B. Griffin
Stephen M. Ward
Craig Friedrich
David M. Carlson
Chris Montagnon
TITLE
VPofIT
SeniorVP and CIO
VP and CIO
CTO
Director of IS
CIO
CIO
CIO
CIO
Executive VP and CIO
Director of IS
Founding Partner
VP of Information Technology
VP of Information Technology
CIO
Group VPofIT
CIO and CTO
CIO
Executive VP and CIO
Senior VP of IS and CIO
Senior Corporate Officer ofCitigroup and Head ofe-Citi
CIO
Senior VP of Engineering
Executive VP ofGlobal Information and Administration
CIO
VP and CIO
Senior VP and CIO
Senior VP and CIO
Managing Director ofService Lines
Senior VP of IS and Services
VP of IS and CIO
Senior VP ofProduct
Senior VP and ChiefAccounting and Information
Officer
Senior VP and CIO
CIO
CIO, and President and COO ofE-Trade Technologies
VP and CIO
CTO
Senior VP and CIO
Memphis Banking Group President
VP and CIO
SeniorVP and CIO
VP ofCorporate IT
CTO
VPofIT
VP of Planning and IS
VP and CIO
Senior VP of IS
VP ofBusiness Transformation and CIO
CIO
Senior VP and CTO
Director of IS
CORPORATION
3M
AlliedSignal Inc.
Amazon.com Inc.
America Online Inc.
Amgen Inc.
AT&T Corp.
Bank ofAmerica
Bank One Corp.
Becton, Dickinson and Co.
BellSouth Corp.
Biogen Inc.
Bloomberg LP
BlueCross & BlueShield ofCentral New York
BlueCross & BlueShield ofRochester Area
Boeing Co.
BP AMERICA INC
Cable News Network Inc. (CNN)
Capital One Financial Corp.
Charles Schwab Corp.
Cisco Systems Inc.
Citigroup Inc.
Coca-Cola Co.
Comcast Cable Communications Inc.
Computer Associates International Inc.
Convergys Corp.
Corning Inc.
DaimlerChrysler AG
Dell Computer Corp.
Deloitte Consulting
Discovery Communications Inc.
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
eBay Inc.
Enron Corp.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car Co.
Ernst & Young LLP
E-Trade Group Inc.
Excellus, Inc.
Excellus, Inc.
Federal Express Corp.
First Tennessee National Corp.
Frontier Corporation
General Electric Co.
Gillette Co.,
GreenMountain.com Co.
Hallmark Cards Inc.
Harley-Davidson Motor Co.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Home Depot Inc.
IBM Corp.
InFocus Systems Inc.
Ingram Micro Inc.
J. Sainsbury PLC
JoAnn H. Heisen
Robert Meltzer
James R. Kinney
Herbert G. Vinnicombe
William Baggeroer
Carl Wilson
Robert Rodin
Edward Wojciechowski
RonaldW. Davies
Diane Duggan
Dennis Beiderman
Hassan Dayem
Rick Devenuti
Bertrand Loy
Glenn Bonner
Les Shroyer
Gregor S. Bailar
Richard LaFavre
Mike Busch
David Thompson
William C. Steere Jr.
Ellen Knapp
Peter Lewis
Stephen E. Michaelson
Norm Fjeldheim
Paul Roman
Neal Bibeau
Carol Kelly
Terrel B. Jones
Al Wizdo
Charlie Dunham
Jean Chevallier
JerryMiller
Ross Holman
Brian T. Light
Deborah Gillotti
John A. Fiore
H. William Howard
H. John Lochow
William D. Friel
Patrick Kelly
Donald R. Walker
Bob Saur
James T. Ryan
Randall Mott
Betsy Foster
PatriciaA. Cusick
Timothy Koogle
Thomas L. Smith
VP and CIO
CTO
Senior VP and CIO
VP and CIO
CIO
Executive VP and CIO
President and CEO
Corporate VPofIT
Senior Vice Chairman
CIO
Director of IS
VP of IS and CIO
VP and CIO of IT Group
VPofIT
VP and CIO
CIO
Executive VP and CIO
CIO
CIO
CIO
Chairman and CEO
Global CIO
CEO
Senior VP and CIO
VP and CIO
VP and Acting CIO
VP ofMarketing and CIO
CIO
CIO
CIO
VPofIS
VPofIT
Senior VP and CIO
VP ofSystems
Senior VP and CIO
Senior VP and CIO
CIO and Head of IT
CIO
Executive VP and CIO
Senior VP and CIO
CFO
CIO
CIO
VPofIS
CIO
VP and CIO
VP and CIO
Chairman and CEO
President ofYellow Services Inc.
Johnson & Johnson
Kinko's Inc., Corporate Office
Kraft Foods Inc.
Lucent Technologies Inc.
Maiden Mills Industries Inc.
Marriott International Inc.
Marshall Industries
Maytag Corp.
MBNA Corp.
MCI WorldCom Inc.
Menasha Corp.
Merck & Co. Inc.
Microsoft Corp.
Millipore Corp.
Mirage Resorts Inc.
Motorola Inc.
National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD)
Nextel Communications Inc.
Patagonia Inc.
PeopleSoft Inc.
Pfizer Inc.
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Progressive Corp.
PRT Group Inc.
Qualcomm Inc.
Quantum Corp.
Rosenbluth International
Sabre Inc.
Sabre Inc.
SAP America Inc.
SAS Institute Inc.
Schlumberger Ltd.
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Southwest Airlines
Staples Inc.
Starbucks Coffee Co.
State Street Corp.
Sun Microsystems Inc.
Tech Data Corp.
The Prudential Insurance Co. ofAmerica
Trilogy Software Inc.
United Services Automobile Association (USAA)
Vialog Corp.
W. W. Grainger, Inc.
Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
Whole Foods Market Inc.
Xerox Corp.
Yahoo Inc.
Yellow Corp.
7. Appendix C: Survey 2
Srs^rlet Information Technology
Caledonia, ny 14423 Infrastructure Stability
Questionnaire
Name
Addressl
Address2
City, State Zip
Wednesday, September 20, 2000
Dear Information Technology Executive:
I am a graduate student at Rochester Institute ofTechnology and am completing work formy
M.S. degree in Information Technology. In a preliminary survey I conducted last year, I found
that achieving IT infrastructure stability was a high priority goal of IT executive management.
Mymaster's thesis is investigating the factors that impact IT infrastructure stability and the
relationships of this stability to business operations and organizational adaptability. I am using
the term stability to mean the seamless support ofbusiness operations and goals over time.
To that end, I would greatly appreciate your help by completing the attached survey. Please feel
free to make comments where applicable. The survey is a self-mailer with postage already
included. Once completed, please fold it in half, secure the middle together, and drop in the
mail.
If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to give me a call at 716.238.4642 (W) or
716.538.4744 (H). Or you can e-mail me at PANKORP@AOL.COM. Again, your time in
answering the attached questionnaire is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Pankow
Information Technology Executive Questionnaire
Please take a moment to complete the following survey. Fold the completed survey in halfwith my return
address visible on the outside, secure the closed end and drop in the mail.
Using the following definitions: Information Technology (IT) infrastructure: The hardware, software,
and staff that make up the systems and processes on which organizational applications reside; and
Stability: The ability to seamlessly support business goals and operations over time. Please answer the
following questions:
1. How important is the stability of your IT
infrastructure for achieving business goals?
Critical
Very Important
V Moderately Important
A Not important
Comments:
3. Is itmore difficult to maintain a stable IT
infrastructure today than in the past?
* Yes
No
Comments:
4. Will it be more difficult to maintain a stable
IT infrastructure in the future?
Yes
No
Comments:
2. What impacts have organizational change had
on the stability of your IT infrastructure?
No impact
6 Impact
F.xplain-
IT Survey 05/07/01
5.What are the most significant factors
impacting the stability ofyour IT
infrastructure?
7. Are there any aspects of stability that you
consider important that I missed in this
survey?
6. What are the most important factors in
developing and maintaining a stable IT
infrastructure?
8. Would you like to receive a summary ofmy
findings?
Yes * No
9. Personal Data (Optional)
Name:
Org:
E-mail:
Phone:
Fax:
THANK YOU!
IT Survey 05/07/01
7. Appendix D: Mailing list for Survey 2
Respondents are in BOLD.
NAME TITLE CORPORATION
David Stan- CIO 3Com Corp.
David P. Drew VPofIT 3M
Paul Ingevaloson Sr. VP Ace Hardware Corp.
David Dixon CIO Administaff Inc.
Chris Daley CIO Aetna, Inc.
William Parker CIO Agway Inc.
Joseph McMakin VP, MIS Air Products & Chemicals Inc.
Robert Reeder VP, IT Alaska Airlines Inc.
Patrick Steele Exec. VP, IS Albertson's Inc.
Larry E. Kittelberger Senior VP and CIO AlliedSignal Inc.
Frank Pollard Sr. VP Allstate Corp.
Richard L. Dalzell VP and CIO Amazon.com Inc.
Marc Andreessen CTO America Online Inc.
Allan Loren American Express Co.
Charles M. Paulk Jr. Andersen Consulting
Jane Niderberger CIO Anthem Insurance Co.
Alan Jones CIO AT&T Corp.
Renato Crocetti CIO Automatic Data Processing
James D. Dixon CIO Bank ofAmerica
Marvin Adams CIO Bank One Corp.
Arthur Levin VP, IT & CIO Becton, Dickinson and Co.
Francis A. Dramis Jr. Executive VP and CIO BellSouth Corp.
Richard Knight Director of IS Biogen Inc.
Tom Secunda Founding Partner Bloomberg LP
Scott Griffin CIO Boeing Co.
John Leggate Group VPofIT BP AMERICA INC
Scott Teissier CIO and CTO Cable News Network Inc. (CNN)
James Donehey CIO Capital One Financial Corp.
Carolyn G. Osbome VP, IT Carolina Power & Light Co.
Dawn Lepore Executive VP and CIO Charles Schwab Corp.
Denis O'Leary Chase Manhattan Corp., The
Donald L. Paul Chevron Corp.
Peter Solvik SeniorVPofIS and CIO Cisco Systems Inc.
Edward D. Horowitz Senior Corporate Officer ofCitigroup and Head ofe-Citi Citigroup Inc.
William S. Herald CIO Coca-Cola Co.
Bradley P. Dusto Senior VP ofEngineering Comcast Cable Communications Inc.
Gary Quinn Executive VP ofGlobal Information and Administration ComputerAssociates International Inc.
Brian C Henry CIO Convergys Corp.
Richard J. Fishburn VP and CIO Corning Inc.
MichaelMatheny CIO Cracker Barrel Old Country Store, Inc.
Susan J. Unger SeniorVP and CIO DaimlerChrysler AG
JerryN. Gregoire Senior VP and CIO Dell Computer Corp.
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Stephen D. Sprinkle
David P. Roth
Cinda A. Hallman
Robert R. Ridout
Derek R. Mumford
Michael Wilson
Richard Causey
William W. Snyder
John T. McCreadie
Debra Chrapaty
Christopher T. Hjelm
John Kelley
Gary M. Reiner
Charles F. Williams
Patrick J. Zilvitis
Jeffrey D. Liotta
Steve Hawn
David J. Storm
Michael J. Rose
Ronald B. Griffin
Gary Osborn
Stephen M. Ward
Craig Friedrich
David M. Carlson
Carlene Ellis
Chris Montagnon
JoAnn H. Heisen
RobertMeltzer
James R. Kinney
Herbert G. Vinnicombe
William Baggeroer
Carl Wilson
Robert Rodin
Edward Wojciechowski
Ronald W. Davies
Diane Duggan
Dennis Beiderman
Hassan Dayem
Hassan Dayem
Edward Goldberg
Rick Devenuti
Bertrand Loy
Glenn Bonner
Les Shroyer
Buddy Fiume
Gregor S. Bailar
Richard LaFavre
Managing Director ofService Lines
Senior VP of IS and Services
VPofIS and CIO
VP, IT
Senior VP ofProduct
Senior VP and ChiefAccounting and Information
Officer
Senior VP and CIO
CIO
CIO, and President and COO ofE-Trade Technologies
Senior VP and CIO
Memphis Banking Group President
SeniorVP and CIO
VP, Info.
VP ofCorporate IT
CTO
VPofIT
VP of Planning and IS
VP and CIO
SeniorVPofIS
VP ofBusiness Transformation and CIO
CIO
Senior VP and CTO
Director of IS
VP and CIO
CTO
Senior VP and CIO
VP and CIO
CIO
Executive VP and CIO
President and CEO
CorporateVPofIT
Senior Vice Chairman
CIO
Director of IS
VPofIS and CIO
VPofIS and CIO
VP and CIO of IT Group
VPofIT
VP and CIO
CIO
CTO
Executive VP and CIO
CIO
Deloitte Consulting
Discovery Communications Inc.
DuPont Co.
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
Eaton Corp.
eBay Inc.
Enron Corp.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car Co.
Ernst & Young LLP
E-Trade Group Inc.
Federal Express Corp.
First Tennessee National Corp.
General Electric Co.
Georgia-Pacific Corp.
Gillette Co.,
GreenMountain.com Co.
Hallmark Cards Inc.
Harley-Davidson Motor Co.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Home Depot Inc.
Hughes Space and Communications Co.
IBM Corp.
InFocus Systems Inc.
Ingram Micro Inc.
Intel Corp.
J. Sainsbury PLC
Johnson & Johnson
Kinko's Inc., Corporate Office
Kraft Foods Inc.
Lucent Technologies Inc.
Maiden Mills Industries Inc.
Marriott Internationa] Inc.
Marshall Industries
Maytag Corp.
MBNA Corp.
MCI WorldCom Inc.
Menasha Corp.
Merck & Co. Inc.
Merck & Co. Inc.
Merrill Lynch & Co. Inc.
Microsoft Corp.
Millipore Corp.
Mirage Resorts Inc.
Motorola Inc.
Nabisco Holdings Corp.
National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD)
Nextel Communications Inc.
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Doug Schwinn
Mike Busch CIO
David Thompson CIO
Allan B. Deering
William C. Steere Jr. Chairman and CEO
Ellen Knapp Global CIO
Peter Lewis CEO
Stephen E. Michaelson Senior VP and CIO
Norm Fjeldheim VP and CIO
Paul Roman VP and Acting CIO
Dave Laube CIO
Don P. Davis CIO
Robert W. Obee CIO
Paul Ruganis Mgr., IS
Neal Bibeau VP ofMarketing and CIO
Carol Kelly CIO
Al Wizdo CIO
Charlie Dunham VPofIS
Jean Chevallier VPofIT
Gerald N. Miller CIO
Bernie Gray VP, MIS
Steve O'Connor CIO
Ross Holman VP of Systems
Brian T. Light Senior VP and CIO
Deborah Gillotti Senior VP and CIO
John A. Fiore CIO and Head of IT
Don Manuell CIO
H. William Howard CIO
H. John Lochow Executive VP and CIO
William D. Friel Senior VP and CIO
Patrick Kelly CFO
Gene Trudell CIO
Scott Praven VP E-Commerce
Donald R. Walker CIO
Eliza McClenaghan
Bill Bruttaniti CIO
Robert DiStefano Dir. IT
Bob Saur CIO
James T. Ryan VPofIS
Robert Jarecki VP
Betsy Foster VP and CIO
Dennis R. Mally
PatriciaA. Cusick VP and CIO
Timothy Koogle Chairman and CEO
Thomas L. Smith President ofYellow Services Inc.
OfficeMax Inc.
Patagonia Inc.
PeopleSoft Inc.
PepsiCo Inc.
Pfizer Inc.
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Progressive Corp.
PRT Group Inc.
Qualcomm Inc.
Quantum Corp.
Qwest Communications
Rite Aid Corp.
Roadway Express Inc.
Rochester Gas and Electric Corp.
Rosenbluth International
Sabre Inc.
SAP America Inc.
SAS Institute Inc.
Schlumberger Ltd.
Sears Roebuck and Co.
Shoney's Inc.
Silicon Graphics Inc.
Southwest Airlines
Staples Inc.
Starbucks Coffee Co.
State Street Corp.
Storage Technology Corp.
Sun Microsystems Inc.
Tech Data Corp.
The Prudential Insurance Co. ofAmerica
Trilogy Software Inc.
U.S. Steel Group
United Airlines
United Services Automobile Association (USAA)
United States Department of State
USEC Inc.
Vanguard Group Inc.
Vialog Corp.
W. W. Grainger, Inc.
Wendy's Inc.
Whole Foods Market Inc.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
Xerox Corp.
Yahoo Inc.
Yellow Corp.
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7. Appendix E - Samples of Survey Responses
This section includes copies of survey responses from the following IT executives:
David Thompson, CIO PeopleSoft Inc
Buddy Fiume, CTO, Nabisco Holdings Corp
Dick LeFave, CIO, Nextel Communications Inc (E-Mail)
Robert Robless, CIO, United Airlines E-Commerce Division
Rick Dalzell, CIO, Amazon.com Inc.
Diane Drum, Vice President, E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
JerryMiller, CIO, Sears, Roebuck and Co.
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Information Technology Executive Questionna
Please take a moment to complete the following survey. Fold the completed survey in halfwith my return
address visible on the outside, secure the closed end and drop in the mail.
Using the following definitions: Information Technology (IT) infrastructure: The hardware, software,
and staff that make up the systems and processes on which organizational applications reside; and
Stability: The ability to seamlessly support business goals and operations over time. Please answer the
following questions:
1. How important is the stability of your IT
infrastructure for achieving business
goals?
0- Critical
D Very Important
? Moderately Important
D Not important
Comments: -Zvt /-* /fWe /v -r
-6 vj^J, re -r&*j /t^ct*, iro.
VA* ?<>/</ </'ity t^"- /T
cC+* <? Jt~/-<^.-r(p dri'tr*s -ta*=>
-J*
// /\ *ysr--f
^X_
2. What impacts have organizational
change had on the stability of your IT
infrastructure?
? No impact
8> Fmpact
Explain: Q_ CA*vi< UL 6^
"M^ytC
^~f~u &-?&?
SY . -' <<
~h**J~J~
<0^yi*if^
7^d fA^S^ ' /*'""* /SrlfJd.-/
c<i*. Ajl &t -fit* </-//
3. Is it more difficult to maintain a stable IT
infrastructure today than in the past?
D Yes
& No
Comments: /4jifJ ~A
,/W^-v <r> 0 1/f TX, 'n t>^e. CJ? J
d/ -r-fi'c ts //-? < J d^/z?//^- perc
Acjn&Sr &^ssue-S->' f^grc^ y^cr^\
-r v^g Cf. JS /^Cr^JiC^: J
PKfZ^SJS* <<? . &-n J ^efft^
dt-C (} c^t-* - ^>^_A fc 'e-
4. Will it be more difficult to maintain a
stable IT infrastructure in the future?
n V"-
LJ I -J
^r No
Comments: y^e . &> a is*. -f
t?s~*&s r-J-.<* des,j? /^f J /a^c4-y(rt: -/
J>.<rr*-e o~M Ccro/- /?<j//eft^
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5. What are the most significant factors
impacting the stability of your IT
infrastructure?
-^
y&C^od
eAn ^
4t"u&,'*Z*
/-e^n /-z^g-v-v.
C Is /-I
-6v-fj i e. S s
4
r~i O
g /', dyC, ^ ?>? /* y^/v.
^/>4, ? /^
cras^
r ~flsr> f T? V /
6. What are the most important factors in
developing and maintaining a stable IT
infrastructure?
c*1J^n/ &. ^
7->7~^ ^.^
-r~ts n <0i i-e
Are there any aspects of stability that
you consider important that I missed in
this survey?
^<?>-,Jer,
>y,z
/ou-i Zk (y> /<&-*Al_ "*-rd
^/(-* f^xfi-r1 <r^ryy?lp^/aJ
y-^ &rU <^rs jj tr.; J
-7^
'*-
h*. cd'j^<c4>y iA * jftfc^^ **-
8. Would you like to receive a summary of
my findings?
p Yes D No
9. Personal Data (Optional)
Name:
0r:
E-mail: d&~ > gd "r^A o^ps j> (2 pe af/sjs /4^- t^vi^
Phone:
Fax:
THANK YOU!
ITSurvev-J. Pankow 09/29/00
Information Technology Executive Questionnaire
Please take a moment to complete the following survey. Fold the completed survey in halfwith my return
address visible on the outside, secure the closed end and drop in the mail.
Using the following definitions: Information Technology (IT) infrastructure: The hardware, software,
and staff that make up the systems and processes on which organizational applications reside; and
Stability: The ability to seamlessly support business goals and operations over time. Please answer the
following questions:
1. How important is the stability of your IT
infrastructure for achieving business
goals?
^c Critical
/U Very Important
? Moderately Important
D Not important
Comments:
/Q^^Cl.
%4dJ~j
iJi^-} Ck^L,
i> ^r^
2. What impacts have organizational
change had on the stability of your IT
infrastructure?
Is it more difficult to maintain a stable IT
infrastructure today than in the past?
>Cjes
'? No
Comments:
^ ' r/<t - < 7
a
SV^&njL.
s&*=J^r-
rye^^ /3C2& .
D No impact
^Kjmpact
ExdKiJi:
7^yvWV^>
.AA
ten /h^C^r^
&i-.^sf ,J^<'<%. <3n- Sl
y~hs-<> j/fs
f
Will it be more difficult to maintain a
stable IT infrastructure in the future?
^VYes
a No
Comments:
7^
^^v_
7^
/^tJ^f
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5. What are the most significant factors
impacting the stability of your IT
infrastructure?
c^>-^ .TA<u^ *?~r\
A1rJ&J^~J '<
#="
^s^^-'-S*5i^
n
LJ2-
6. What are the most important factors in
developing and maintaining a stable IT
infrastructure?
-<^J7&S.A. jris^~<J. )7 <3~-
2/5r
Lj&
2^ Js2- */"jyj^^^t^
7. Are there any aspects of stability that
you consider important that I missed in
this survey?
U2- fik zJ ^^^i^W^
%~^d\s?]fe*<T9&j>& -
--*^d
~7~
<rJ>AoU~
.J
/L*<
c<^
.<~f^J*^t^r**
8. Would you like to receive a summary of
my findings?
res D No
9. Personal Data (Optional)
Name: S>UGOV /~ >> QlJ^L.
E-mail:7^V '/y sf>e h <? A/f9<6 /Sc^
Phone: f73 C?Z ^OO
7-
-ax:
,&
THANK YOU!
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Subj
Date
From
Questionnaire
Tue, 31 Oct 2000 3:53:13 PM Eastern Standard Time
"LeFave, Dick" <Dick.LeFave@Nextel . com>
To : " ' PANKORP@AOL . COM ' " <PANK0RP@A0L . COM>
Jeff
I thought I would respond to your questionnaire via e-mail,
1. Stability: The IT infrastructure is fundamental to
operating NEXTEL. We need to be 7X24 and we need to keep
operational support systems functioning with little downtime.
The current environment with numerous links to web
based services and interfaces to legacy systems make the
fundamental engines essential to keeping the business viable.
2. Organizational Change: a major factor and one that if not
managed will contribute to disruption. The IT team must be
focused on customer affecting principles and have a clear line
of sight into how their role affects product delivery.
3. Current Stability: The introduction of many points of
failure with the advent of the web is a major challenge. In
the convention 3 tier architecture the touch points were
defined and measurable. The tools to do that today are
evolving and frankly a collage of good solutions and snake
oil.
4. Future: It should settle down as we build better firewalls
and induce a 3rd party development environment, where
programmers c an add content with minimal impact.
5. Impacts
a. Web based applications
b. Evolving networks
c. Time to market software solutions
d. Lack to solid end-to-end tools
6. What we need: Good tools and a solid business basis for IT.
A good shop is based on sound reporting and tracking
fundamentals. I focus my managers on running the IT operation
like their own business. I would also say IT needs to provide
a platform for innovation and it should not just support
the business but also stimulate the business processes.
7. Other aspects:
a. Outsourcing is a viable way to stay focused and achieve
high return on investment if managed right
b. Have a solid customer facing organization in the
infrastructure
c. Manage the web as part of the infrastructure
d. Hire good people
e. Communicate with your customers !!!!
f. BENCHMARK against the best companies regardless of
'industry
;Jeff hope this helps.. call me if I can help and best of luck
| in your studies
Dick Le Fave
SVP and CIO
NEXTEL COMMUNICATIONS
703-552-
Information Technology Executive Questionnair
Please take a moment to complete the following survey. Fold the completed survey in halfwith my return
address visible on the outside, secure the closed end and drop in the mail.
Using the following definitions: Information Technology (IT) infrastructure: The hardware, software,
and staff that make up the systems and processes on which organizational applications reside; and
Stability: The ability to seamlessly support business goals and operations over time. Please answer the
following questions:
1. How important is the stability of your IT
infrastructure for achieving business
goals?
$ Critical
D Very Important
D Moderately Important
? Not important
Comments:
OfwbzJ Atfl.itgs SsL.m\\&M -a-P-tvy,
&ua^Ua4 AH- x 7*3 fag. jjLulJr.jsJI i CCXVU
V&Se-S $(QO,oco''s yu- fl \\Cra-t 'Jt
2. What impacts have organizational
change had on the stability of your IT
infrastructure?
H'No impact
? Impact
Explain:
% 5
3. Is it more difficult to maintain a stable IT
infrastructure today than in the past?
& Yes
D No
Comments:
JeAxi\'s\ wdT^ ddmjidU r.g x.flAi
dlmx ^uJkg<rpJLT--<J
4. Will it be more difficult to maintain a
stable IT infrastructure in the future?
? Yes
s/ No
Comments:
&ka oexJtU d^p(jj C?_
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5. What are the most significant factors
impacting the stability of your IT
infrastructure?
^v^a H. Wtui^
iAfc3
i**-
f^xC V^<-U>'v.ci d lU'
Lrg, Ylipi MOLfrtre. exur^hL ufJ
4o &CUJI aJU 4W (]
, Are there any aspects of stability that
you consider important that I missed in
this survey?
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6. What are the most important factors in
developing and maintaining a stable IT
infrastructure?
Kg.ftMyd.ji ^idcO^ "d"^ cv-t'c. d
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Would you like to receive a summary of
my findings?
^Yes ? No
9. Personal Data (Optional)
Name: KokeA i: t^>tcM, \ u. W
Org: OdiAeJ1 A. "MfuLi t " Com trie . "Ci_ T), t/iSit*-)
E-mail {tA/3 r XXXA*'Si
/T-
ooS( Ccol
Phone:
Fax:
THANK YOU!
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Information Technology Executive Questionnaire
Please take a moment to complete the following survey. When you have completed the survey, fold it in half with
my return address visible on the outside, tape the middle together and drop in the mail.
A. About yourself
1. What, is your title?
a^cio
? VP Information Technology
? CTO
? Director/Manager
? Other:
2. How long have you been in your current position?
? < 6 months
6-12 months
1-2 years
2-5 years
> 5 years
?
?
a*
?
How long have you been in
? < 5 year
?^ 5-10 years
\JT > 10 years
IT?
B. Your Company
4. Company's estimated gross revenue (in $Millions)?
?
?
?
?
<$50
$51-500
$501-1,000
$1,000-10,000
>$10,000
5. Number of employees?
? <50
? 51-250
? 251-1,000
a*" 1,001-10,000
? >10,000
6. Number of IT Staff?
? <25
? 26-100
? 101-500
3* 501-1,000
? >1,000
7. What is the primary function of your company?
? Manufacturing
? Services . . . *
a. Please specify: P - f 3 tAMJ&
C. Your IT Environment
8. How do you measure the success of your IT
organization/projects?
Yes, used
a. Service Level Agreement \3T
b. Cost Benefit Analysis
3*
c. Return on Investment 3r
d. Customer Satisfaction \j
e. Total Cost of ownership UT
f. Other:
Not used
?
a
?
?
?
9. Which of the following are/were primary IT goals for
you? Have you achieved them? Check each box that
applies.
Goal In Progress Achieved
a. E-commerce
b. Stabilize IT
c. ERP implementation
d. DataWarehouse
e. Client-Server
f. Other:
?
?
a*
or
?
?
a**
3s"
?
?
?r
or
10. What do you plan on focusing on in the next 1-2
years*?
K\g^.\v Ord..^
a. 3-5 years_
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P. Stability of IT Infrastructure
Given that the following definition applies: Stability of the Information Technology infrastructure is "The ability of
the Information Technology organization (hardware, software, staff, and related units) to seamlessly support
business goals and operations over time." Please answer the following questions:
11. Is your IT organization divided into multiple
departments or divisions?
? No
a*"Yes
a. IfYes, please indicate the major divisions or
departments:
Xr-
/;/
12. Doypu have multiple IT locations?
a-^No
? Yes
a. IfYes, what impact do multiple locations have on the
stability of your IT organization?
13. Doyou outsource any IT functions?
^No
? Yes
a. If Yes, what functions do you outsource and how
has outsourcing affected the stability your IT
organization?
14. Do you believe over the past 5 years it has become
increasingly more difficult to maintain a stable IT
infrastructure?
? No
fl^Yes
a. IfYes, what do you attribute this to and what steps
have you taken to address?
; 7s
LA ti * S <i *) uv
A IS--A CA "T : Atf ' re \ A [yflM^v:iyy
&~?\ nt\\^-^ i
15. Do you believe there will be increased pressures on
the stability of your IT infrastructure in the next 5
years?
? No
J> Yes
a. IfYes, what are they and how do you plan to
address them?
E. Personal Data (Optional)
16. Name: \V-fc,W \) ^W
Org: &*** iVh C--
E-mail: f% c *** v. fer f'.\ >'V '.- \ V- fv*
Phone:
Fax:
17. Would you like access information about my Thesis
once it is complete?
^ Yes ? No
THANK YOU!
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Information Technology Executive Questionnairi
Please take a moment to complete the following survey. Fold the completed survey in halfwith my return
address visible on the outside, secure the closed end and drop in the mail.
Using the following definitions: Information Technology (IT) infrastructure: The hardware, software,
and staff that make up the systems and processes on which organizational applications reside; and
Stability: The ability to seamlessly support business goals and operations over time. Please answer the
following questions:
1. How important is the stability of your IT
infrastructure for achieving business
goals?
)&, Critical
D Very Important
? Moderately Important
0 Not important
Comments:
ou.r iNV^vip.-fe. jJciscf t -^
W<\Q 22U f^Vi
2. What impacts have organizational
change had on the stability of your IT
infrastructure?
? No impact
p- Impact
Explain: \JJ j oui<<k><+cet
a AkL
m j^^uuf btfn ^^ &-
yVA^y (JL
3. Is it more difficult to maintain a stable IT
infrastructure today than in the past?
D Yes
8 No
Comments: 'Tvvbl^C^ L/-HL <^ML-
T5~
(IjJ^/m^cLlmA /dvi ( r r\^cd>
^fo^n c^-> dV\jj-7 r>fasrfe
4. Will it be more difficult to maintain a
stable IT infrastructure in the future?
S Yes
? No ,
Comments: U>i'C( d?S>S> f iM-pfcTg
*d
Puflf-
-
. ~-
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5. What are the most significant factors
impacting the stability of your IT
infrastructure?
-(-UCtW Lu\
6. What are the most important factors in
developing and maintaining a stable IT
infrastructure?
- CO. ^<s~u~ rb^ *& o-vH:
-
-\<-0L r. / V-^ "t /O "~/*U
d"
fffC(';v Ll sb ' -u*s
7. Are there any aspects of stability that
you consider important that I missed in
this survey?
8. Would you like to receive a summary of
my findings?
^)Yes D No
9. Personal Data (Optional)
Name: L>Qn/\ ~&> Ccv. C^
Org: bu^JFcS^^
E-mail: fil ?\X\Q .i - A<Clk.q^ Q US& . /jfli^oCl
Phone: ^DO. fr*)3- - t 9 [/ ^
Fax: 30 g- &1L- frV S'Q
THANK YOU!
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Information Teelnology Executive Questionnaire
Please take a moment to complete the following survey. When you have completed the survey, fold it in halfwith
my return address visible on the outside, tape the middle together and drop in the mail.
A. About yourself
1. What is your title?
jai cio
? VP Information Technology
? CTO
? Director/Manager
? Other:
2. How long have you been in your current position?
? < 6 months
? 6-12 months
M& 1-2 years
? 2-5 years
G > 5 years
IT?3. How long have you been in
? < 5 year
? 5-10 years
jX. > 10 years
B. Your Company
4. Company's estimated gross revenue (in $Millions)?
?
?
a
a
X
<$50
$51-500
$501-1,000
$1,000-10,000
>$10,000
5. Number of employees?
a <50
a 51-250
a 251-1,000
P 1,001-10,000
^ >10,000
6. Number of IT Staff?
a <25
a 26-100
a 101-500
a 501-1,000
J&, > 1,000
7. What is the primary function of your company?
a Manufacturing
a Services ^ -~ y
a. Please specify:
C. Your IT Environment
8. How do you measure the success of your IT
organization/projects?
Yes, used Not used
a. Service Level Agreement a a
b. Cost Benefit Analysis ^2 a
c. Return on Investment a a
d. Customer Satisfaction ^Bt a
e. Total Cost of ownership a a
f. Other: .
sZ^,4A. M/,-^,/a t&.-C
<r
o t< <-'v'/(^1V
9. Which of the following are/were primary IT goals for
you? Have you achieved them? Check each box that
applies.
Goal
a. E-commerce
b. Stabilize IT M a
c. ERP implementation a a
d. DataWarehouse a a
e. Client-Server a a
f. Other:
In Progress Achieved
a
yzf *vsf&/s?t
// C&S/ MS ^^->i^.;:
*.-_*f<(fr(S C-
10. What do you plan on focusing on in the next 1-2
years?
a. 3-5 years - ,<S&'<'?$ ^^/d-d^v-V//
L^
*~*
,
j.^s-^-ff
y. ~~*_..x^r'-^^^
'
^/-i^^."/
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P. Stability of IT Infrastructure
Given that the following definition applies: Stability of the Information Technology infrastructure is "The ability of
the Information Technology organization (hardware, software, staff, and related units) to seamlessly support
business goals and operations over time." Please answer the following questions:
1 1. Is your IT organization divided into multiple
departments or divisions?
a No
j^Yes
a. IfYes, please indicate the major divisions or
departments: /
5/&A& * Cd><5fJ4CJ
1. , d '
, dCwfowfiW c
'/
<* fj * a^/s?/AAa:aUij#/.-* j
12. Do you have multiple IT locations?
a No
^C Yes
a. IfYes, what impact do multiple locations have on the
stability of your IT organization?
AAfCMAc^~> s&Ktt/SS/' sAyy?^^
s^??ji&<as//r j^&sf*^^s/s/s/rf^'""/
13. Do you outsource any IT functions?
a No
. Yes
a. If Yes, what functions do you outsource and how
has outsourcing affected the stability your IT
organization?
?//j(?y./^
f~AiAjl /'Jr~J /C
stye r.AA--y^r^
JP'
r*A' A
s/ss .JAs-*? A: /__ y*.. ',
14. Do you believe over the past 5 years it has become
increasingly more difficult to maintain a stable IT
infrastructure?
a No
ja^Yes
a. IfYes, what do you attribute this to and what steps
have you taken to address?
xfcd">-^-V.>J ,-K Ay7
^4:A'fs-f-<f,r/f JfJ &Je.h
yV A
,
:j>,)A" '"'*
jA,A<? j J
sJ~A*/6
A-
,-/V/?:.
S '
15. Do you believe there will be increased pressures on
the stability of your IT infrastructure in the next 5
years?
a No
i- Yes
a. IfYes, what are they and how do you plan to
address them?
, i , ,<*- rf.y /fy'ih'yi'f'f
c'
-'j?.,j
A?,iAC Ad? ^- yA&^y-rJA
16. Name: dto^y MA%t-^
Ore: ~2/*&'Z
E-mail: i iV ' if S t S!
S<??-?^-'
.
c f v.- -
Phone: ~'&^0) ZM~A>oc?
Fax:
17. Would you like access information about my Thesis
once it is complete?
-^B^Yes a No
THANK YOU!
IT Survey - J. Pankow 1 1/19/99
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